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About This Game

The long-standing 7 Wonders series keeps getting better and better! The fifth installment, 7 Wonders: Ancient Alien Makeover,
adds an entirely new game component, new Wonders and a new and exciting material – Alien Energy!

The goal is still to construct exciting new Wonders by swapping same-colored runes to make matches of three or more to the
tune of exploding bonuses. Make enough matches before time runs out to fill your arsenal with power-ups and the materials
needed to complete your Wonders before your very eyes! As you complete each game board, bricks, water, gems, landscape,

and now – Alien Energy! Excel and face bonus levels that take you deep below the earth’s surface to win materials like gold to
adorn your Wonders! There is also, for the first time, a secondary game component to build a village! Mini-games rewards

players with buildings and decorations to create their own village. Build all 7 Wonders and then unlock a magical 8th location,
Nazca Valley! New game play and new Wonders await in Ancient Alien Makeover!

Key Features:

56+ addictive and challenging levels
Expanded play field
New “alien energy” construction material!
New village component
4 difficulty modes including “Zen” which has no timer.
Players earn a star rating for the completion of any Wonder. There is replay value to improving the star rating from a 2
to a 4 because it will lead to unlocking the Bonus Wonder and more things to decorate the village.
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Players can earn a wide variety of achievements which are displayed in a trophy room.
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Title: 7 Wonders: Ancient Alien Makeover
Genre: Strategy, Casual
Developer:
MumboJumbo
Publisher:
MumboJumbo
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2012
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Fun match-3 game with some interesting power-ups and a small progressive story centered around constructing Wonders that's
very reminiscent of the palace building from Civilization III. Achievements are all pretty straightforward and apart from a
couple of grindy ones (which you will probably get with normal gameplay anyway) they're pretty easy to get.

Not a lot of replayability unless you're really fond of match-3, but a nice, easy game to play through.. Satisfying sounds and
visuals - what casual 3 in a row game should have.
Gives a sense of accomplishment.. It's a decent 4-5 hour long match 3 game with several mini-games attached to it. And that's
pretty much it. Levels lacks variety, but still enjoyable.

Bejeweled or Montezuma series are much better and have greater replay value.. Entertaining. A very simple match 3 game but
enjoyable. Good graphics, several levels, and some little twists that make the game somewhat unique and recognizable.

Found no bugs or had any crashes. Runs fine on win 7.

Not much else to say. It's a very casual game, good as a time-filler. Also includes some achievements and is long enough for the
price but better if you get it on sale.. This is a match-3 game with lots of fun extra twists included to add on to the fun. There are
several different kinds of mini-games included within the game, and added elements to contribute to the complexity and
replayability of the game. Basically, if you would like to play a match-3 game with more to it and multiple levels of difficulty,
then this is a good choice. Basically, you are building a village, as well as constructing a series of wonders, using supplies you
collect during your game as well as buildings that you earn while you play. It also has the nice feature of letting you play as you
choose, so that you can go for a perfect score and/or all achievements if you like, or simply play casually for the sake of having
laid-back fun.. Great game, wish it was longer but love the series.. Very polished match-3. Also aliens stole all our gold.. The
game is great, but the other older games from 7 Wonders don't work, like from 7 Wonders 1 to 3. Mumbo Jumbo, please make
Reaxxion, Chainz 2 Relinked, and Luxor 1 "NOT HD" and Luxor Amun Rising "NOT HD" work on Steam on Windows 10,
and the other newer generations, also please, release All the other games made and sponsored by you and GameHouse on Steam,
like Elements (Don't confuse it with 4 Elements from PlayRix), Mad Caps, Chainz 1, Chainz Galaxy, Luxor Adventures and
please, if they won't work on Steam on Windows 10, then make it work on it!. Same addictive gameplay with additional mini-
games, which can be as a game on itself. Same cheesy, nice looking graphics (more as the first one, which was looking better
than the second game, imho). More options, like upgrades, powerups, resources, village, etc. Gameplay with power-ups can be
easy. Though you can still try playing without them to get an achievement.. Like Bejeweled
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Duration 5 hours

First time completed

In One word: Mind-numbing.

In between Silent Storm and Deus Ex I wanted something light that I could play while watching sports and doing other activities.
This one filled that spot. I liked it better than the previous games I played in the series, as the maps seemed a bit harder. But
still, it wasn't overly difficult or engaging. Do I recommend it? Perhaps, lightly, if you are in the right mood.

5/10. Fun says it all.. GREAT match3 game, one of the BEST in the series!!!

MUST PLAY.. 7 Wonders: Ancient Alien Makeover will satisfy Steam users looking to play a newer version of 7 Wonders with
slick graphics, smooth gameplay and finally achievements to obtain. If you've played any of the 7 Wonders "match three" type
games before then you will want to pick up this title. 7 Wonders games are great casual titles and consistently the best of the
"match three" genre. I wish the developers would add achievements to older 7 Wonders games and re-release them on Steam. I
found Ancient Alien Makeover to be a bit easier compared to previous titles but outstanding with it's improvement on visuals,
minigames and powerups. Casual gamers will appreciate the effort the developers put into this game.. Was looking for a
distraction while browsing my steam library and picked this - nice little match tiles game - well made and with some nice
mechanics - pretty sure this was from an indie royale bundle a while ago but well worth a few quid :). So great puzzle game!!!

It's a must have if you like Bejeweled type games
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